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About This Game

Schein is an award-winning, puzzle platformer that tells the story of a father who enters a mystical swamp in desperate search of
his son. As he becomes enveloped in darkness and begins to lose hope, a wisp appears, offering him guidance and her magical

power: a light that reveals hidden worlds.

Use your wits and light to conquer mind-bending puzzles and defeat deadly beasts. Can you save your son in what’s possibly the
trickiest platformer you’ll play all year?
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This game is hard, but for all the wrong reasons. Lots of blind jumps, you can't see the obstacles from the "other world" until it's
right in your face. Blind jumps are a thing that stopped existing after the 16 bit era because game designers realized it was bad
level design, but this game has tons of blind jumps. The fact that I can only see things from the other world in this small orb
around the player makes the rest of the screen completely useless. There are vines with thorns that instantly kill me, and can
only be seen with that orb on. So I have to turn off the orb to get past them, but there's no indication as to when I'm past them
since I can't see them. Overall it just has lots of really bad level design from the get go and it was too frustrating for me to
continue. I'm fine with difficult games when they make me feel like it's my fault when I lose. This game, the majority of the
time I lose, I feel like it's due to lack of information that the game is supposed to give to me.. One of the best puzzle/platform
games... Very interesting and fun!. UPDATE: Sorry, people, but I have to change my review. After spending several hours with
it, I've decided the level design is too cumbersome and technical to merit a thumbs-up.

I want to recommend this game; the graphics are amazing and the triplicate-art shows a level of devotion and attention to detail
that most games don't have. Unfortunately, the puzzles eventually get very minute and annoying -- so much so that the game is
no longer fun. I simply quit caring and stopped playing. Maybe other people enjoy this sort of pixel-different placement
challenge, but I don't want that sort of stress and frustration in my games.

I struggled through many levels that I didn't enjoy, because I assumed the fun factor would return, but it never did. It's just not
worth my time anymore.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Original Review: A remarkable little platformer.

Combine the focused visual concentration of Limbo -- the refined art style, the elegant control mechanisms unencumbered by
needless complications -- with the unforgiving, punishing precision of Super Meat Boy -- the tiny ledges, the insane death spikes
waiting below -- and you've got a superb title.

You could wait until it gets cheaper, but I can tell this will be worth every penny of the $9.00 I paid.. good game, fun,
challenging. Schein, while visually remotely resembling a blurry version of Braid, falls completely behind mechanically as a
puzzle platforming game.

It plays like Super Meat Boy without speed. You will keep dying and dying until you have memorized the outlay of all traps and
will have to battle with the extremely limited jumping height and distance of the character model more often than actually
having to find out what to do. Additionally the visible area of the different lights - the main mechanic of the game - is
infuriatingly narrow, meaning that even with the already slow movement of the player model, you'll be required to take things
even more slowly.

This was an absolutely tedious and bothersome completion for me. Can't recommend, not to puzzle platforming enthusiasts and
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especially not to anyone else.. This is an excellent game! Long time i haven't seen such a good and intelligent game!. Schein is a
fun little platforming game. It reminds me of LIMBO with the dark gloomy shading. The difference is you have lights which,
depending if they're on or not, show you different platforms and methods to get through the puzzles. They brighten the world
and show how beautiful it really is through all the gloom.
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It's a puzzle plattformer similar to Limbo, but in a somewhat different light. The like the basic mood of the game, which serves
as a backdrop for the different 'lights'. I usually play it in 'offline mode' when traveling or if I have to wait somewhere. I often
get interested looks or questions by the folks around me, so the first impression seems work quite well for this game.

Three things I consider essential to a storytelling puzzle plattformer, all are very strong points of Schein:

- The savepoints are very fair and you don't have to replay a lot if you fail (and you will).
- The cutscenes/dialogues are made in such a way, that they do not interfere with the puzzles. So you don't have to listen to them
again and again. Together with the first point this gets you back to the puzzle quickly.
- The jumps 'feel right' with respect to speed and height.. Charming little puzzler that does a lot of things right, but some wrong.
In general the idea is that you manipulate light around you to reveal and mix different worlds so you can overcome obstacles.
The concept works great and allows for some difficult brain twisters. The puzzles are challanging but also rewarding once you
get past them.

Graphics are decent, nothing impressive to me, in fact if anything I would say the game feels bit unpolished there but given its
an indie game I'm not taking that as a con. It didn't bother me. Couple of things that did bother me though:
 - Unless you shed the appropriate light color you won't know whats there. This may not seem like a problem at first, but there
will be many sequences where you have to navigate tight spaces switching lights and you will die many times because you
switched the light too soon or too late and there is no way for you to know until you try (and die). Game that does this much
better as an example is Fly'n where you have shadows of the other world.
- The game tries to do a decent job at introducing you to different things you can do, but doesn't hold your hand. This means if
you are particularly resourceful you may overcome some obstacles in a non intended way and never learn what new mechanics
you were supposed to pick up until you get stuck much later, because you never learned it. Other things you never tried or had to
try until you are stuck 30min on the same puzzle and discover "Hey! This is possible?! That would have saved me hours had I
just known!"

The story is non fairly shallow, not going to say more about it. Overall it was a nice journey and I would still recommend just be
prepared for some (good) frustration. 7.5/10. Vanilla side scrolling platformer. When I altered the key bindings to do WASD
and green light with Numpad enter key I encountered fatal bug where I couldn't progress. Have 'green light on' shows green
plank but game interprets as though a green wall in the way so can't jump onto platform and can't go back - quite literally
nowhere to go.

Why would default key bindings have people crossing over their hands at such awkward position and then upon changing it to a
standard form (WASD) it doesn't work?

Unless you're a contortionist the game is effectively only playable with a gamepad.. I really wanted to like Schein, but the
excellent concept for this platformer was unfortunately overwhelmed by desperately poor voice acting, long and tedious
platforming sequences with finicky tuning, and slow pacing overall.

There is a ton of creativity in this game, and a lot of the artwork is stunning, but it just feels cumbersome (not fun) to grind my
way from save point to save point. Precision timing is required to succeed, but not in a fun way.

I don't regret picking this game up on sale for $1.34 to try it, but the repetitive and unpolished gameplay mean that I can't
recommend Schein. I should note that there is a free demo available for this game - I'd recommend trying the controls out
before you spend your money.. A great and fun small game. if you like good sound, puzzle platformer, then this is for you.. I
must admit that about halfway through the game I was already out of patience and ready to say bad things about this game and
hoping it would end soon. Schein has some good ideas, the lights mechanic, some puzzles are really challenging, the battle
against the last boss has a very interesting dynamics and the system to go back through the areas of the map to solve the puzzles.
But everything in it, for some reason, became repetitive and tiring in such a fast way that it made the game lose its fun. In the
end, when I killed the last boss, I was relieved, because I was finally going to stop playing this game. What I believe has
happened is that the people who did Schein had good ideas, plenty of motivation and a lot of creativity, but what they lacked
was financial resources to be able to create a better game.
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